• it is an allowance calculated on the distance travelled

to meet the cost of a particular journey
•The journey between the two place is held to have
been performed by the shortest of the two or more
particular routes or by the cheapest of such routes
•Any case of doubt may be decided by the competent
authority regarding the shortest of two or more routes
•The point in any station at which a journey is held to
commence or end is the chief public office, or such
other point as may be fixed for the purpose by a
competent authority

Mileage Allowance contd..
 Modes of travel could be either by Road, by train or by







air
It is calculated differently for each mode of travel.
If it is by road it may be either by allotted vehicle or if
admissible by own vehicle or by public transport
If it is by train as per entitlement depending on the
grade
By air for entitled officer by economy class

Journey by train
 Class of accomodation as per the following scale
(i) Grade I – first class AC / AC-I
(ii) Grade II – AC-II / First class
(iii) Grade III – AC-III/AC chair car
(iv) Grade IV – Sleeper class/ non AC 2nd class
•

In addition to the single train fare of the class of
accommodation to which he is entitled, one Daily
Allowance (DA) is admissible for completed day.

Journey by road
 By government vehicle or by own car or by public transport
 Without halting and with night halt
 With out halting – mileage allowance as per admissibility and one full

DA if total journey performed is not less than 80 Kms. And ½ DA if
total journey is not less than 40 Kms. and absence from HQ is not less
than six hours
 If journey involve night halt away from HQ, mileage allowance as per
admissibility and one DA at the following rates
(i) distance is not less than 40 Kms. – ½ DA
(ii) distance is not less than 80 Kms. – full DA
 In the case of halts on tour one DA ordinarily admissible under the
rules may be drawn in addition to the mileage allowance on the first
day of arrival at the place of halt provided the journey is not less than
80 Kms and ½ DA if the journey is less than 80 Kms
 A G/S travelling free in the car of another G/S shall not be

entitled to any mileage allowance but only DA as above

Journey by Air
 Entitled only to Grade I officer of the state and AIS officer in the








Senior Scale
Government may grant special permission to any G/S or class of
G/S to travel by air as a matter of routine in connection with
specified journey or journeys
In addition to mileage allowance equivalent to one standard air
fare DA also admissible for completed day.
Expenses incurred between the airport and the destination
reimbursement of the actual taxi fare will be admissible.
Travel by Helicopter shall also be classified as ‘travel by air’
Claim for journey performed between Shillong- Guwahati – Tura
by helicopter and vice versa shall be as per claim for air travel
For journey from Shillong to Guwahati airport to avail a flight
outside the state, claim of separate DA for this journey will not
be admissible. In such a case claim of DA shall be admissible
from Shillong to that destination only at the rate admissible

Daily Allowance (DA)
 It is a uniform allowance for each day of absence from

HQ, which is intended to cover the ordinary daily
charge incurred by a G/S in consequence of such
absence
 It is to be drawn only while on tour

Rate of DA
Grade of
employee

Within the
State

Outside the State
but within the
N.E region

Outside the N.E.
region

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Grade I

360

600

900

Grade II

270

450

700

Grade III

240

400

600

Grade IV

200

360

560

Rate of DA contd..
 While on tour if a G/S is provided with a free board and lodging









he will draw ¼ DA for those day(s)
If provided only with free board ½ DA for those day(s)
If provided only free lodging he will draw ¾ DA for those day(s)
In case of enforced halt while on tour due to natural causes like
blockage of roads, on account of floods, rain, landslide etc., the
administrative department may treat the period of such halts as
on duty. They may grant DA at ¾th the rate applicable at the
station where enforced halt takes place after excluding the first
day of such halt for which no DA should be allowed
DA may not be drawn except during absence from HQ
DA may not be drawn for a continuous absence of more than 30
days from the HQ. this period of 30 days include days of CL,
holidays and sundays
It may be relax be the government if such prolonged absence is
necessary in the interest of public service

Deputation for training
Lodging Allowance
 Lodging allowance is an allowance given for G/S deputed for training

within meghalaya or outside at the following rates
Full DA for the first six weeks of training as
admissible
while on tour
3/4th DA for the remaining period exceeding
6weeks and
upto 1 year
DA for the period exceeding 1 year and up to
2 years
 May opt for lodging allowance given by the institute in lieu of the above
 If a part of the expenditure connected with the training in the shape of
stipend/scholarship is borne by the institution and the amount is less
than the amount the amount of lodging allowance, then the G/s is
allowed to avail lodging allowance equal to the difference of the
amount already paid and the lodging allowance admissible under the
rule

Actual Expense
 Unless it is expressly provided for in these rules, no

G/S is entitled to be provided with means of
conveyance by or at the expense of government, or to
draw as travelling allowance at the actual cost or part
of the actual cost of travelling

TA admissible for journeys and
within 8Kms from HQ
 DA may not be drawn for any day on which a G/S does

not reach a point outside a radius of 8 Kms. from his
HQ or returns to his HQ from a similar point
 A Competent authority may by special or general order
permit any G/S or a class of G/S to draw the actual cost
of hiring a conveyance on a journey for which no TA is
admissible under these rules
 A G/S travelling on duty within 8 kms. Of his HQ is
entitled to recover the actual amounts which he may
spent in payment of fare for journeys

Journey of a newly appointed G/S
to his new place of posting
 No TA is admissible to join his new place of posting
 Competent authority may relax the above provision

Journey on Transfer
 Transfer should be in interest of public service
 Transfer on own request or mutual transfer is not construed as

transfer in public interest
 On transfer the following is admissible
(i) composite Grant @ 80% of Basic Pay
(ii) carriage of personal effect @
(40 Paise* no. of Kms. *kilograms of personal effects as
admissible as per grade)/ 100
(iii) modes of travel as per grade for himself and his family.
Full fare for adults and ½ fare for each child
(iv) DA for himself and his family at he following rates
(a) for journey upto 6 hours -------------- 30%
(b) for journey exceeding 6 hours but not exceeding
12
hours ---------------------------------------- 50%
(c) for journey exceeding 12 hours --------100%
Children below 12 years will be allowed DA at half the rates
for
adults

Personal effects
in KILOGRAMS
Grades of G/S

if not possessing family If possessing family

Grade I

3000

6000

Grade II

2000

4000

Grade III

1000

2000

Grade IV

500

1000

Controlling officer signature on TA
bill
 Full responsibility is to be borne by the controlling

officer on the admissibility of the TA claim
 before a claim is admissible the tour Diary must be
approved
 The no. of kms claimed and the rate of DA claimed
should be carefully examined by the controlling officer
before signing the TA bill

